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“Life is more fun if you play games.”
—― Roald Dahl, My Uncle Oswald

By Johann Mynhardt, SAU CEO

Never say

GAME OVER

This one’s for the gamers. For those who continue to
challenge, the champions who dare to play…

In this edition, we’ll take a look at how gamifying the workplace can inspire
greater performance and enjoyment, appreciate some kick-backs to the retro
80’s games and dazzle you with some old-school gaming facts. We’ve even
included some links where you can play these time-honoured classics online.

According to the American Psychological Association, playing video games, can
boost learning, health and social skills. So to all the hardened critics and gamers

alike, we hope we can inspire you to add some more play into your day.

Reference: https://www.apa.org/news/press/releases/2013/11/video-games
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SAU Standard Excess SAU Fixed Excess R5000

2017 HYUNDAI
GRAND i10 1.25 FLUID

44 Year Old Single Female
B (08), licence 9 Years
No claim bonus 3
Locked garage
Private use, no tracker
Fourways, 2055

R756.29
R868.72

2015 NISSAN NP200
1.6 A/C P/U S/C

64 Year Old Married Male
EB (08), licence 23 Years
No claim bonus 2
Locked gates
Private use, tracker installed
Laerdrif, 1065

R362.40
R301.04

2016 HONDA
MOBILIO 1.5 COMFORT

45 Year Old Married Male
C1 (10), licence 18 Years
No claim bonus 3
Locked gates
Business use, no tracker
Parow North, 7500

R702.70
R460.44

2021 TOYOTA
URBAN CRUISER 1.5 Xi

52 Year Married Female
B (08), licence 19 Years
No claim bonus 0
Locked garage
Private use, no tracker
Northdale, 3201

R966.68
R754.48

Fun and
weird facts
about the
classic video
games you
love

Ahh, nostalgia. What a
wonderful friend…Who
doesn’t miss the days when
you’d finish a “long” and
“challenging” day at school,
run home, hook up your
favorite game system, blow
into it to make it work, and
then sit back to defeat the
villain of the day?

Nintendo’s main man, Mario,
actually first appeared in the
arcade game Donkey Kong
on July 9, 1981, and he went
by the name Jumpman

In Space Invaders, the
more aliens you kill, the
faster they come at you.
This pattern of the game
getting more
challenging the more
you play has become a
staple in the gaming
world, but it actually
started as a fluke!

The aliens were always
supposed to come at you
at the same speed, but
with so many aliens on
the screen the hardware
couldn’t handle it, so they
were slowed down. The
more you aliens you
killed as you played, the
more systemmemory
was freed up, so the
game ended up running
faster

When Mario made his debut in this game,
his profession was a carpenter since the
game took place at a construction site. It
wasn’t until Mario Bros. that Mario made
the career change to plumber, as much of
this game took place underground

The urban legend – that turned out to be true – was that
Atari had so many unsold copies [of E.T. the Extra
Terrestrial] that they buried them in the desert. A
documentary crew actually went out and dug them up!

Most of the above mentioned E.T. games (which originally
wouldn’t sell) were eventually sold on Ebay for a total of
around $108,000

Due to the popularity of the Mario Bros. game in 1983
there was a huge increase in the number of people
naming their children Mario during that time

PAC-MAN DESIGNER
TORU IWATANI HAD
NO TRAINING AS A
DESIGNER OR
PROGRAMMER



Gamifying the workplace is about making work feel a little bit
less like work and rewarding a job well done. When we were
young, we were taught things in the form of games as it
allowed us to better understand the concepts. Gamifying
learning kept us engaged.

Why should this change once we become adults?
This doesn’t mean that the workplace becomes an entertainment center where
nothing is taken seriously. But it means that you are able to drive more engagement
amongst your staff and establish a culture where they look to continuously improve
in order to be rewarded on an ongoing basis.

With this in mind, some tasks that are easier to gamify than others. Jobs, where
performance metrics can easily be established, are ideal.

Why you should gamify your workplace

Creates healthy competition
We have an innate nature to want to win and be the
best. Gamifying the workplace where employees
have a clear eye on the prize is a great way to start
some healthy competition and motivate staff to
improve their performance.

Encourages creativity
Gamification in the workplace activates creativity by
encouraging employees to think outside the box and
extend beyond their capabilities and job
responsibilities. It increases productivity and although
it isn’t about playing Jumanji, it does make work
more enjoyable. As a result, you will have staff that
like what they do, that put in the effort and that are
more engaged.

Get performance insights
A great benefit of gamifying work activities in the
office is that it gives you the opportunity to establish
metrics and measure employee performance. You will
be able to see who are meeting target goals and who

could benefit from a little extra training and coaching.
It’s a great way to measure employee performance
without staff feeling like they are being observed.

Creates team collaboration
I used to work at an office where we would have a lot
of team buildings filled with learnings. In every team
building, we were organized into groups and asked to
collaborate. As a result, we bonded outside the
office, learned more about the company and when it
was time to address more serious issues in the office,
there was more understanding and cooperation.

Staff feel more accomplished
When you set visible and clear performance metrics,
employees can see how well and how far they can
get. Maybe they didn't know how well they were
actually doing. Setting metrics lets them know how
much they are actually able to do, and it can actually
become a bragging point and something they can
feel proud of.

Increasing performance with

gamification



How to gamify your workplace

Gamify learnings
Trainings don't have to be in a classroom anymore.
Create engaging learnings with dynamic material
including a mix of videos, discussions, and short
multiple choice tests that lets users know how well
they're getting on.

Gamify performance
With the right incentives, performance can also be
gamified and not feel so much like a monitoring
system.

Setting achievable performance metrics for your staff
establishes clear goals of where they need to get
within any given amount of time.

Add to the mix the right rewards, allow your staff to
compare their metrics and you’ve got yourself the
competition of the year.

Used the right way and depending on your
organisation's culture, metric comparison can be a
great motivator and increase productivity
exponentially.

By allowing staff to have an overview of their
performance compared to their teammates helps
themselves into perspective so they can self-analyze.
It also avoids the element of surprise during feedback
meetings.

Reward through point redemption
Gamification within the work environment is even
more entertaining when there are rewards! Establish
different prizes based on the difficulty of metrics.
Prizes can be very powerful given that they are
attainable and of interest.

PlayVox's software allows you to reward staff
members with any given number of points according
to metrics and actions performed on the platform.

Staff can earn different points based on the actions
completed which they can later cash in for prizes.
Whether it be food, a morning off, or something even
bigger, you decide what you’re team gets rewarded
for and how they get rewarded.

Gamifying the workplace isn't about playing games.
It's about stimulating and constantly lighting up the
reward system of the brain to boost employee
confidence, happiness, and productivity for a more
enjoyable workplace.

Games trivia

When was the first board game invented?

A) 3500 B.C.
B) 200 B.C.
C) 1200 A.D.

Answer:(A)IfyouenjoyagameofMonopolyor
Scrabble,itwouldappearthatyouareingood
company.Theearliestknownboardgamesare
5,000yearsoldandwereplayedbythe
Egyptians.Wedon’tknowtherulesofthese
games,butthereisa“Senet”boardthatdates
backtoabout3500B.C.!

Continued

Reference: https://blog.playvox.com/how-to-gamify-your-call-center-to-keep-agents-motivated

Reference: Interaction Design Foundation



Fitbit -

Does gamification help in
the healthcare industry?

For the past few years,
gamification has been a
serious buzzword in
healthcare. The idea of
turning adherence into a
game seems like a good
one.

What if we could channel that
dedication and interest into healthy
behaviors instead of just slingshotting
imaginary rocks at imaginary birds?
Supporters of gamification believe this
methodology could potentially
transform patient outcomes.

And yet, as with any new idea or
movement in healthcare, the critics are
never far behind. They say
gamification makes for a snazzy topic
at a health conference, but it can’t
deliver sustained behavior change on
the scale that its supporters suggest.

So who’s right? Does gamification
work in healthcare? Unfortunately,
there hasn’t been a comprehensive
study that definitively answers this
question. (Is there ever?) However
there is some existing research that
suggests key points. Here’s what we
know so far:

Gamification is already widespread
in healthcare:
An estimated 63% of employer-
sponsored wellness programs feature
elements of gamification/competition,

and 24% are interested in offering
such features. And as of 2016,
research has identified 64 health apps
that include gamification in the
National Health Service (NHS) Health
Apps Library and top-rated medical,
health and wellness apps (defined by
Apple and Google Play).

It seems to work well for behavioral
health
One study from 2014 examined the
efficacy of gamification on adults with
anxiety. The researchers found that
participants who played a 40-minute
game were able to reduce their anxiety
considerably.

Interestingly, participants who played
only a 20-minute version of the same
game did not see the same results.

Another study reported similar results
around reduction of perceived pain
after using a gamified health app. And
speaking of Pokemon Go, one study
even found players of the game to be
more positive, friendly, and physically
active.

Yet more research is needed for
other conditions
Among the studies and research done
on this topic, there was one consistent
theme that ran through them—more
research is needed. Until that research
is published, we’ll need to keep
exploring the pros and cons of
gamification as it relates to health
outcomes.

Reference: https://healthsolutions.fitbit.com/blog/does-gamification-work-in-healthcare/

Attention all
retro gamers

Did you know that you can play
your favourite retro games online!

Buttons not working? Copy and paste this
link into your browser and search for the
game you want to play:
https://www.playretrogames.com/3171-super-
mario-bros

Mario Brothers

Tetris

Pac Man

https://www.playretrogames.com/3171-super-mario-bros
https://www.playretrogames.com/1119-tetris
https://www.playretrogames.com/4456-pac-man
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On the lighter side of

face masksOn the lighter side of the game called ‘life’

What doesn’t kill you,
makes you smaller

A Fitbit is kind of like the
old tamagotchis…

…except that silly little
creature you’re trying to

keep alive, is you


